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     Two years ago, Patricia Valencia, 
owner and server at Café Cortadito, 
couldn't help but shed tears in front of 
her customers. Who could blame her? 
The Cuban restaurant had just won a 
coveted three stars in New York 
magazine, a wonderful achievement that 
came just a few months into the East 
Village eatery's existence. 

     She shared the impressive start to 
the quaint, colorful oasis alongside her 
husband and chef, Ricardo Arias, who 
broke the news to her during the lunch 
hour amid the smells of authentic, 
home-style cooking. 

     "When he came in and held the 
magazine out, I couldn't stop crying," 
Valencia says. "I just couldn't believe it. 
It was just one-and-a-half months into 
the restaurant." 

     Nearly two years later, everything 
remains the same and that's what Arias 
prides himself on. He sticks to a formula 
that works like a charm and keeps 
customers coming back. 

     His traditional chorizo still entices the 
pallet as does his acclaimed churrasco, 
which is the grilled skirt steak with 
chimichurri salsa. It's this consistency 

that raises the café to stand shoulders 
as high as some of the very best Cuban 
restaurants in the City. 

     "Many people open restaurants, but 
they hire a manager and they're never 
here. The managers don't care that it's 
not consistent," Arias says. "I work 
everyday and make sure that if you eat 
a churrasco here, it's going to be the 
same tomorrow." 

     Arias takes this to heart, especially 
since he spent many years at Victor's 
Café on 56th Street where he learned 
from the great, late Victor Del Corral. 
Del Corral was his mentor and taught 
him that the quality of food comes first. 

     "He used to teach me a lot of secrets 
like making sangria, the seasoning, the 
way we cut the beef, the secret how to 
make the really creamy black beans that 
is really traditional Cuban," Arias says. 

     The black beans are as popular as 
they are unique at Cortadito. Arias adds 
a pinch of sugar and a pinch of vinegar 
to what he calls the "Cuban Caviar." 
When added to the rice that's cooked 
with oil and salt, it's a match made in 
Caribbean heaven. 



     Beyond the cuisine, Cortadito is all 
about the vibe. The former coffee shop 
on E. 3rd Street features a sprawling 
mural that resembles the mix of cultures 
found in Cuba. There's an African 
playing a trumpet in the background of a 
small café. In the forefront there's a 
beautiful Spanish woman with black hair 
and dark skin, dressed in a short red 
dress that would turn anyone's eye as 
she sits along the edge. 

     This culture clash is the reason for 
Arias' love of Cuban food. "The best 
thing is the mixture of cultures, the 
slaves, the Indians, the Spaniards," 
Arias says. "The combination brings 
together so many great things." 

     The dining room is elegant with its 
mahogany tables and wooden floors. 
Coffee beans sit on platters in between 
potted flowers rested along an open 
window that illuminates the small space 
with natural light as a breeze flows 
gently through the eight or so tables. 

     Guava fruit marinates in a glass jar 
of the fresh sangria and Spanish, 
Argentine and other exotic wines line 
the counter in between the kitchen and 
the main room. 

     Along the back wall, there's a 
painting of an old Cuban seasoned with 
his gray hair and wrinkles. You can tell 

he enjoys his life. He grins with glee as 
he anticipates drinking his Cuban coffee 
in hand. 

     To Arias and Valencia, it's home. 
That's why Arias calls it a "palladar," 
which is what they call privately owned 
restaurants in Cuba where tourists can 
go to the chef's home to eat. The 
"palladar" is a staple in the Cuban 
culinary world, and Arias strives to bring 
that authentic experience to his 
customers. 

     "We want to make them comfortable 
like you are getting at home," Arias 
says. "NYU students from Miami say, 
'This reminds me of home,' and that's 
the point." 

     But whether you're looking for a taste 
of home or a new taste of Cuban 
cuisine, you can't leave Cortadito 
without trying Cuba's flagship dish. The 
ropa vieja will set you back in time, with 
its shredded beef marinating in a warm 
tomato-based Creole sauce. Roasted 
red and green peppers are intertwined 
with a hint of garlic and onions that 
leave you aching for more. 

     If you're interested in trying the 
unique Cuban flavor of Café Cortadito, 
click here. 
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